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1. Summary and Introduction 
We show that the Fourier-cosine transform maps functions of the form 
t H $( 1 - 2 tanh2 t) cash-” t , 
with $ an entire analytic function and Rev > 0. bijectively onto the functions 
x H r(+ (v + ix)) Iq (v - ix)) v(x). 
Here w is an even and entire analytic function of sub-exponential growth, i.e. 
v E,O : su e-l” I y(z) I < 00. 
ZE ii! 
Our treatment is inspired by the following result of Koomwinder, [K]: 
For a > -1, p E R the Fourier-Jacobi transform f H $@I is defined by 
psB’ (h) = $ f (t) $pB' (t) (2 sinh t)2a+1 (2 cosht)@+’ dr. 
Here 4iqb)(t)=2Ft (i(a+p+l+ih),$(a+p+l-iX);a+l;-sinh2t), a>-l,pE R. 
The Fourier-Jacobi transform maps the function 
f(t) = (cash t)-i”-2 Pp”’ (l-2 tanh2 t) 
onto the function 
p*B)(h)=c,Bglr ($.(S+i~+l+ih))r(+.(S+i~+l-ix))). 
. Wn(+ X2; $(S+ip+l). i(S-ip+l). +(a+P+l). ;(a-P+l)) 
(S > -1, p E I?). 
Here the Ppp) are Jacobi Polynomials and the W,, are Wilson polynomials. For the constant cups,, 
see [K]. If we abandon the factor between ( } and if we keep the parameters a, p, 6, p fixed, 
then it is clear that, via the Fourier-Jacobi transform, the space of polynomials is mapped linearly 
and bijectively on the space of even polynomials. Let us denote this linear mapping by Fw~. 
l In the present paper we treat he case a = p = 7 . We expect hat the case with general parame- 
ters can be dealt with in the same spirit. At this point we emphasize that our treatment is inspired 
by Koomwinder’s formula but does not use it. (*) 
(*) A few more details can be found in [BG] 
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2. A special infinite upper triangular matrix 
In the sequel we take v E E, Re v > 0, fixed. We denote mTc = N u (0). 
Lemma 2.1. (i) For each n E PJc there exist complex numbers Cj,” , 0 I j I n, such that 
(pi 
(2tanh2 t - 1)” l Gosh-’ t = 2 Cj,n 3 [ COSh-’ t] 9 tE R. 
j=o 
(ii) The numbers Cj,n , 0 s j < n < 00, satisfy the recurrence relation 
(?Z ++ (1 +V)) (2n +V> Cj,,+r = Cj-l,n + (2n2 ++ V (1 -V)) Cj,n + 
+ n (2n - 1+2V) Cj,,-1 -2n (n - 1) Cj,,-2 , O<j<n+l, 
with boundary conditions ~0.0 = 1 , Cj,, = 0 if j < 0 or j > n. 
Proof. It is obvious that (i) is true for n = 0, then cc,0 = 1. Now suppose, inductively, that (i) is 
trueforn=O, 1, **a , N. Differentiating the expression in (i) twice according to t and evaluat- 
ing the derivatives using the induction hypothesis, leads to both assertions (i) and (ii) at once. 0 
In the following theorem we gather some properties of the numbers Cj,n ,01 j I n c 00. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) Cj,j = 2j I(v) 
r(v+2j) ’ 
e (2-logW 
1 I 
-1 
(iii) lii Cj,j 
G 2” 
=- 
j-w j2j Jo r(v) 
ci.n jE No. (ii) - 14”. OljIn<w. 
I I ci.i 
Proof. (i) Take n = j - 1 in the recurrence relation, then (v+2j- 1) (v+2j-2) Cj,j =2 Cj-t,j-1, 
hence the result. 
(ii) 
cj n 
Put dj,n = -L , 
cjJ 
0 5 j S n < 00. Then from the recurrence relation, using Re(v) > 0, 
I dj+l,,+l I ~2 I dj,n I + 2 I dj+l,n I + 2 I dj+l,,-1 I + I dj+l,n-2 I. 
Now apply induction. 
(iii) Follows from Stirling’s formula. 
Cl 
We gather the constants Cj,” in an upper triangular matrix C = [ Cj,n ]T”,. The next theorem gives 
some results on the inverse C-’ of C which is also an upper triangular matrix. 
The proof does not differ much from the preceding proofs. 
Theorem 2.3. (i) The elements ak,j , 0 5 k 5 j < = of C-’ satisfy 
d2j 
-[ 1 
i 
dt2j 
cash-’ t = (cash-y t) l ,C, akj (2 tanhZr - 1)’ , t E R. 
(ii) The numbers al,m , 0 5 15 m, satisfy the recurrence relation 
ak,j+l =(k-+ (1-V)) (2k-2+V) CZk-t,j + (-2k2-$v(l-v)) ak,j + 
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with boundary conditions ue,a = 1 , Ukj = 0 if k < 0 or k > j. 
(iii) I Cj,j l Ukj I 5 (11)’ , OS k 5 j < 00. 
3. The growth behaviour of the Fourier transform of a class of analytic functions. 
For a = p = + the Fourier-Jacobi transform reduces to the Fourier-cosine transform 
-00 
g(u) = 4 I + o f(t) cos(ut) dr. 
We take f(t) = $(l - 2 tanhz t) . cash-’ t with Q(z) = i a, z” an arbitrary entire analytic func- 
n=a 
tion. 
By a formal computation, using Lemma 2.1, a formula from [0] and the Taylor expansion of $, 
we Iind 
0) = 4 z 2*= ; T(v)r(.(v+iu))r(~(v-iu))yr(u). 
with 
Y(U) = : b, Uzn I b, = E (~1)“~ Cj,n IIn. 
n=o n=j 
This formal computation wiIl be justified by Theorem 3.2. 
Introduce the vectors a = column (ue , a 1, a 2 , . ..). b = column (bo , b 1, b 2, . ..) and the infinite 
diagonal matrix r’ = diag(1, -1, 1, -1 , . . . . (-1)” , . ..) then b = i C i a and a = ? C-’ i b. 
The proof of the following characterization is elementary. 
Characterization 3.1. (i) Consider the Taylor series 4 (z) = 2 a,, zn. The function $ is an entire 
n=c 
analytic function iff k$,c : (a, en’):* E 12. 
(ii) Consider the Taylor series w(z) = g b,, 2%. The function w is even entire and sub- 
n=c 
exponential, i.e. 
v e,c : su I w(z) I e*“’ < 00, iff Vl,c : (n2” e”’ b,)T&, E 12. 
LE I? 
In the next theorem we derive some fundamental estimates for the matrices C and C-l. 
Theorem 3.2. For each f > 0 the infinite matrices 
0 (r , T) := diag (n’” e”‘) I’ C r’ diag (e-"') , 
are bounded as I a-operators when z > r + 3. 
E (r , T) := diag (e”) I’ C-’ i diag (emnr nm2”) 
eSnr and Proof. We have I 0j.n (r , r) I = j2j ez I Cj,j I . 
I I 
* 
cj.i 
I Bk,j (r , 0) I = ek I Cj,j Ukj I . & je2j e -b . If we take z > r + 3, the wanted result follows 
1.1 00 
with the aid of theorems 2.2, 2.3 and the estimate II K II I z sup I Kje I for the la-operator 
k_ n-j=k 
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norm II K II of an infinite matrix K. Cl 
Finally, our main result. 
Theorem 3.3. The mapping F _+ ,_+ ,s,p which maps the space of polynomials bijectively on the 
space of even polynomials can be extended to a bijective continuous linear mapping between the 
space of entire functions and the space of even entire functions of subexponential growth. 
Proof Let t > 0. A 
Consider diag (n2” eti) b = diag (nZ” en’) i C I a = (diag (n2” e”) I’ C I’ diag (e”‘)} diag (e”‘) a. 
For r > t + 3 the operator between ( ) is bounded in I2 (theorem 3.2), further diag (e”‘) a E I2 for 
all z > 0 (characterization 3.1 (i)). So diag(n2” e”‘) b E 12. Therefore w is entire and of subex- 
ponential growth (characterization 3.1 (ii)). 
The inverse F:i .-i, , 1 6 ,,, which corresponds to the equality g = f C-r I’ b. can be dealt with in a 
similar way. Thus the formal calculation at the beginning of this section becomes justified. II 
CoroUam 3.4. The Fourier transform of g(1 -2tanh2 t) cash-’ t , 41 entire, has the form 
F (i (v + iz)) F (i (v - iz)) ye (z) , y entire, even, I+I of sub-exponential growth and vice versa. 
Corollarv 3.5. Comparison with the general formula in section 1 shows 
1 X2j 
with a,, such that PLY **) 
N 
(z)= x akzkandv=8+ip+1. 
k=O 
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